THE VALUE OF A
STORYTELLING SYSTEM
How the 567 method helped a one-person
department handle storytelling with ease

The Client: HJ is an organization that helps women living in poverty.
The Challenge: Stories and stories and stories, oh my! Jenny, working as the marketing director for
HJ, operated as a department of one. Telling stories was a huge part of her job, but she never seemed
to have enough stories or even know how to tell them. Her not-so-favorite part of the job was
attending meetings, asking for stories, and receiving stares so blank -- she’d have to remember what
she requested. Whenever someone cobbled together three or four sentences she would have to
rework them to resemble something meaningful.
The Solution: Hire someone to make it all make sense. Jenny met Shereese Floyd-Thompson via
LinkedIn. She reached out to ask for help. Shereese taught Jenny how to use her propriety 567
Storytelling Method which includes:
5 pieces to a story to ensure the audience has a character to care about.
6 different stories to make sure you tell the right story for the right moment.
7 parts of a story to make it compelling to read.
In addition, Shereese gave Jenny her technique for collecting stories, which is to ask the right
questions. Stories attach themselves to people, places, and things so instead of asking for stories in
general, ask about specific people and circumstances.
The Result: Jenny reported that she was able to save time in putting stories together and her
coworkers no longer stared at her but were more engaged in uncovering the hidden gems that
helped her effectively share their impact.
Financial Payoff: By implementing this system, Jenny saved a total of 72 hours a year in her
storytelling efforts due to the increase in productivity. This resulted in a cost savings of $1,872.
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